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Message from
the Chuirman

At the 1993 convention in Pendleton Oregon,
I overheard a longtime caver commenting on the
Photo and Map Salons. Apparently, he had been

out of touch with organized caving and hadn't
been to a convention in many years. In his

opinion, very little had changed in photography
and photo techniques in his absence, but much had

changed in cartography. He then went on to
marvel at the rich detail of many of the maps

displayed in the salon. He also was impressed

with a computer generated map that used difi-er-
ent colors to highlight various levels and features.

I don't know if I agree with him on photogra-
phy, but certainly cave maps have come a long
way in the past decade or so. Perhaps the two
biggest influences on cave cartography have been

the Map Salon and the computer (not necessarily
in that order). One of the initial purposes of the
Map Salon was to encourage improvements by
providing a forum to compare maps. The salon
also sets standards that every map must meet to
win a ribbon, and provides a judge's critique of.
each entry. Anyone who has followed the salon
since its inception in 1978 has surely noticed the

overall improvement in the quality of the entries.
Each year, it seems to get harder and harder for
judges to select the winners. So many maps

deserve awards.
The computer has been influencing our data

manipulation techniques for a long tirne. But only
in the past few years have advances in hardware
and software finally provided us with the power to
generate high quality final drafts. But this is
clearly only the beginning of the
computer's impact on cave cartogra-
phy. It is now possible to manipulate
the cave map in real time on the
computer as never before. This al-
lows enormous possibilities for view-
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ing the cave from different perspectives, not easily
available on paper. Other data about the cave, and

even cave photos, can now be stored on the
computer and possibly combined with the map for
the ultimate caving presentation (Virtual reality
caving anyone?) I won't even try to predict the
impact the computer will have on cave mapping
over the next 20 years.

Now, these two influences have converged.
Last year, two cave maps displayed on computers
were entered in the Map Salon. Because these

entries were so different lrom the typical paper

maps, the judges declined to judge them. Some
people were understandably disappointed. Rec-

ognizing that computer maps would become in-
creasingly more common, the Survey and Cartog-
raphy Section appointed a committee to develop
procedures and criteria for judging these maps.

To date, they have generated some preliminary
criteria for a Computer Cartography Salon, but
more irrput is needed.

This is where you come in. We all have an

opportunity to effect the direction ofcave cartog-
raphy for the future. One way you can help is to
attend the discussion session entitled "Forum on
Judging Criteria for Electronic Cave Maps" at this

-year's convention. Offer your ideas about the
judging of computer maps. Ifyou can't attend the

convention, get in touch with some of the mem-

bers of the committee and let them know your
opinion. Or, write an article for Compass and
T-ap e (S ee " On Guid el i nes for Electronic Map s" in
this issue).

Another way you can help is to spread the
word to other cavers, particularly computer ori-
ented friends who may not be part of the Survey
and Car-tography Section. Encouragethese people

tojointhe section. For $5.00 ayeartheprice can't
be beat. And our new editor Pat Kambesis has

Perhaps the two biggest influences
on cave cartography have been the
Map Salon and the computer...
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been doing an excellent job of producing quality
issues of Compass cmd T'cr1te in a timely manner.

In fact, why not ask Bob Hoke to send a potential
member a complimentary copy of Compass cud
Tape as an enticement? It would be great if all of
the cartographers and computer buffs wlio are

doing cave maps could be part of this process.

In many ways we are on a new threshold of
cave cartography. I wonder what that longtime

caver would conclude about cave maps ifthe next
convention he attended was ten or fifteen vears
from now?

See ya' at convention

Curol Vesely

Chuirmun
Survey and Cartography Section
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LRCFs: We Can Do Better

by l'>eter Sprouse

In the Fall 1993 Compas.s and 'l'upe, George bers. Modern plan sketching should be done to
Veni authored a commentary on LRCF's or left- scale and orientation using a protractor. I believe
right-ceiling-floormeasurements. Thesearetypi- that the LRCF technique is a relic of a rough
cally estimates or measurements of distances to sketching style that involved scaling and orienting
these locations from a surveyed station, ideally at the sketch on the drafting table; in other words
a rough right angle to the passage trend and the - fudging. If a measured distance is needed to a
passage walls. The ideal in this case, I suppose, wall, or any other point, go ahead'and make it a
being a perfect tube. George mentioned the difler- , vector by shooting the two angles. Otherwise you
ing viewpoints that he and I had while teaching a have a crippled distance that is flopping around
TSA mapping session back in 1992. I'nt happy to out there somewhere.
expound my views on the topic. I wholly concur that today's surveys should

In reading George's article, I realize that he strive fbr as long a life as possible before resurvey
misunderstood my approach. He says that I becomes desirable. I expect that we are in for
advocate the estimating of LRCF distances while some major changes with the coming of interac-
he recommends measuring those distances. Ac- tive digital cave maps. We should try to provide
tually, I reject the whole LRCF technique. I as much graphic information as possible foruse in
believe in a survey based wholly on vectors and that exciting future. Three-D cave maps require
sketches, and that angle-less distances are oflittle 3-D sketching - plan, profile, and cross-sections.

use, wasting valuable time that should be spent on Especially cross-sections, the more the better. If
sketching. I had the computer tools of my dreams, I would

The LRCF should be substituted with a cross- scan my plan and profile drawings, correlate them
section drawing. A cross-section is an infrnite to my baseline vectors, and with cross-sections at

LRCF, a valuable parl of the cave map that l-meter intervals then proceed to construct a
provides much more information than four num- virtual-reality cave map. Should be fun.
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The Art of Lead Tape
and Other Related
Ramblings

by Tom Moss

Lead tape is often the job that the least experi-
enced surveyor is given. This is a shame, for it can

be a most important task within the mapping
team. Holding and reading the survey tape is not
the most significant thing that the lead tape person

does. Most importantly, the lead tape surveyor
picks stations, and in doing this can make things
either very easy or very hard for the instrument
reader. Lead tape is also the person who measures

or estimates the passage dimensions, marks sta-

tions, and is usually the main lead-finder and lead-
pusher. This is not an insignificant job.

In this article, I will attempt to cover the job
of lead tape, also known as chaining. I will refer
to Fern Cave Project (FCP) standards for survey-
ing, but this is mean to be applicable to cave

mapping in general. These standards to which we
aspire are, in my opinion, indicative of what
should be used for modern cave surveying.

The Fern Cave Project does not require any

training for lead tape or rear tape people. How-
ever, the instrument class which FCP oflbrs cov-
ers chaining and the instrument operator is re-

sponsible for overseeing the lead tape surveyor,
and performing some on-the-job training ifneces-
sary. Ideally, the lead tape person is sorneone who
is familiar with allthe surveyjobs, and could teach
the instrument guy a thing or two.

DECIDING STATION PLACEMENT

Station placement is extremely important in

cave mapping, not only to make the survey trip

run smoothly, but to ensure that a station can be

found later on if needed, and that the survey
places rninimum impact on the cave. Following
are the things to think about when deciding
station placement, with the most important first:

Each station should have an unobstructed
view to the prior and the next station, and

to any leads to which the station willbe a
tie-in, or connecting point.

Maximize the length of each shot (up to
the length ofthe tapel), but don't pass by
any leads. Ifa station is not placed near a
lead, one will have to be placed when the
lead is mapped, essentially sdrveying a
portion of the passage twice. Obviously
the length of a shot cannot exceed the
length of the tape which is usualiy a 100-
loot length.

Place the station for accuracy and ease of
cornpass reading. It is often better to
shorten the shot and use a station where
the instrument person will be more com-
fortable, accurate and fast with readings.

When considering a station, put yourself
in the compass reader's place, and think
"Would he really like to lie down in that
puddle?", or "Is she tall enough to read

lrorn this station?" Place stations to
reduce positional error - the error that
occurs when the compass cannot be read



exactly from the station. When using
Suunto-type instruments, the best station
is one at which the compass reader can

get behind and then line up both stations
with the instrument. This would ideally be

about at eye level, but anything that is two
to five feet above thefloor is ok. Examples

of such a station would be the top of a
piece ofbreakdown, a ledge or protrusion
from the wall or ceiling, or the tip of a

formation. When the station is placed on
a flat wall, there is no way to read Suunto
directly from it.

Place recoverable stations whenever pos-

sible, and always when the station willbe
used for a tie-in. In placing a recoverable
station, try not to use areas where trafilc
through the cave will obscure or destroy
the station. Sometimes it is nice to put a

station on a distinctive feature that can be

noted in the book, so that it can still be

found even after the cave rat steals the
flagging tape. Don't laugh, it's happened
-- in Fern Cave. On the other hand, some-

times the station has to be floating three
inches above your pack sitting on a ledge,

in order to shoot through a tight spot. If
there is no need to find the station later on.
this sort of placement is fine,

Plan ahead. When placing each station,
have an idea ofwhere the next station will
be. While you're waiting on the sketcher,
it's a good opportunity to plan the next
few shots, and look for leads too. When

evaluating a station, remember that the
point will be used for front and backsights.

Dropping a vertical shot is always an

option. To create a better station fbr
shooting onwards, or to eliminate those
high-angle shots that can't be read accu-

rately, you can do a dummy shot straight
up or down when it's appropriate. This
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technique is especially valuable in tight or
low passages. Use the tape to plumb
these. When the instrument reader has

problems at a bad station, it's fine to move
both the target light and the compass up or
down a measured distance.

The preceding guidelines for station place-

ment can never cover all the situations. In some

difTlcult passages, the lead tape person will be

subject to abuse from the instrument reader for
poor station placements, unless she or he is very
resourceful. Use your imagination. Often station
placement is a trade-off on the above consider-
ations, and comfort is sacrificed for accuracy, or
recoverability is blown off entirely.

Sometimes placing stations in snakey pas-

sages can be quite a challenge. In passages with
alternate turns, the inside corner of each turn is
usually the best choice (Figure 1). Note that in
each case, the front and backsight can be done
from behind the station to minimize positional
error. If the passage makes two turns in the same

direction, you have to be a bit more creative
(Figure 2).

There are two main ways of si:rveying large
- roorrs. One is to map down the center, and do

splay shots to the walls as appropriate (Figure 3).
' The other is to circumnavigate the room. Most of

the tirne, the sketcher will decide how the survey
is to proceed.

Figure l. Station placement in passages with
alternate bends.
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Figure 2. Creative station placement
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Figure 3. Surveying a large room with
splay shots.

MARKING STATIONS

I think it's good to try to minimize station
markings. All ofus have seen caves where every
station is marked with a large circled dot, labeled
in two- or three-inch high letters. This is un-
sightly, in addition to being a poor example for
nurd cavers who tend to write on the walls
anyway. For stations that will serve as tie-in, it is
necessaryto make some small mark to indicate the

exact station location; either a small carbide dot,
or a small "x" scratched into the limestone. Never
make any marks on formations of any kind The
tip ofa stalactite or stalagmite is ok for a station,
if you can keep from soiling it; if it is a notable
formation. so much the better for findine the
station again.

For recoverable stations at leads and junc-
tions, I like the technique of writing the station
number on flagging tape with a permanent marker,
and tying the flagging firmlyto something near the

station. However, these do tend to get picked up

by well-meaning cavers, so sometirnes it's just

best to mark the wall and obscure the markings
when the lead is surveyed. A permanent station
every now and then is good in large caves; in Fern
weuseanylonanchorplaced in all4" drilled hole,

with an aluminum tag, at major junctions.

6

After an area has been surveyed successfully,
the loops closed, and all the leads in that section

ofthe cave taken care of, the flagging tape can be

removed and the station mark rubbed out. At the
end of the proj ect ( sometime in the 22nd century),
all that should remain will be the permanent

stations. They will be used to tie in all the high
leads into which the cavers 150 years from now
will be levitating. Hell, we might even do that
before the end of this century...

LIGHTING THE STATION

Lighting the station is pretty easy with LED
station targets. I first saw these when Lester
Bartel rnade some lor the FCP. but have since

found that others developed this idea indepen-
dently. This consists of a small LED (light emit-
ting diode) bulb that is wired in to two AA
batteries. You can also use a small lithium coin-
shaped battery, sandwiching it between the leads

of the LED and securing the package with duct
tape. The main advantage ofthis target light is that
it looks different from everyone's headlamps, so

that the instrument reader has no problem seeing

which light is the station.
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Expensive government studies have shown
that ifyou read to the lead tape person's headlamp

instead of the station, accuracy of the survey

suffers. If you use your headlamp to light the
station, it's important to try to place the light in
line with the shot so as not to introduce posi-

tional error.

MEASURING THE SURVEY SHOT

Now we get to the obvious subject of
reading the tape. When taping, pull the tape
tight, but not too tight - there is some stretch
factor to the fiberglass tapes most cavers use.

Five pounds or so is the recommended tension
on mine; this information is printed on the tape

near the end. The zero mark is the end of the
shackle on the end of the tape. Read to the
nearest tenth-foot or centimeter, depending upon
what units you are mapping. If you're reading
the distance in decimal feet, beware ofthe tapes
that have an inch scale on one side, and decirnal
feet on the other. It is a common blunder to read

the inches scale. Another common blunder is
misreading the tape when upside down - I have

seen 6 read instead of 9, or even 3 I instead of
13.

After reading the tape, if the shot is of any

length you will probably want to leave the tape
laid out on the floor for the sketcher to use as a

scale to place features between the stations. It's
handy to have a second tape just fbr measuring
passage dimensions, so that you don't lose time
waiting on the main tape. However, it's not a
good idea to get too far ahead ofthe sketcher,

who is generally the slowest member of the
party. Whatever the lead tape person can do to
make life easier for the sketcher will sneed r.rn

the survey.

MEASURING PASSAGE DIM ENSIONS

The lead tape person measures or estimates
left, right, up and down dimensions at each

station. If you're not sure of your ability to

estimate, measure. When deciding where the pas-

sage ends, use the size of passage that a person

could get into as a guideline. If the passage drops
to six inches high, that shouldn't be included as the

size ofthe passage, but could be noted as a dig lead.

Multiple measurements are sometimes neces-

sary (Figure 4). Note that you should use

maximuur dimension close to the station for
passage size to be recorded

Wnll Dinrensions (Left/Right)

Many people measure left and right walls at 90

degrees from the previous or the next shot, but this
sometimes gives you a value which runs straight
down the passage and is meaningless. Most sketch-

ers note this as a left/right measurement of "P",
meaning passage. To characterize passage size

better, you can measure left/right at a heading

which splits the angle created by the previous,
current and next station (Figure 5). When doing
this, you need to have a rough idea of where the
next station will be before you can measure left and

right.
An exception to this is the first and last station

in a passage, where you'll just have to take the
measurenrent at an angle of 90 degrees to the
survey line. In addition to giving more data about

the
the

T

,, I

t-,I'
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v? 6ft3 DourN 2,6

Figtrre 4. Multiple passage measurements.
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Figure 5. Direction for left-right
measurements

the cave, measuring left/right this way makes

computer generated maps much more readable
when the walls are being drawn, particr"rlarly in
winding passages. How ever you measure LRUD
(Left, Right, Up, Down), it should be done con-
sistently.

Ceiling/Floor Dimensions ( Up/Down)

Ceiling heights which can't be measured car.l

be accurately triangulated by using the percent,
grade scale found on Suunto clinorneters. Have
one person stand at the station where you want
to measure the ceiling height, holding the end of
the tape and illuminating a spot in the ceiling
above. The instrument person goes offsome even

distance on the tape, then measures the percent
grade inclination to the illuminated spot. The
percent grade times the horizontal distance equals
the ceiling height.

You then have to correct for the diflbrence
between the level of the station, and the height of
the instrument where the readins was made.

CHECKING LEADS

Everyone in the survey party is supposed to
look for leads, but it is the lead tape person who
will probably find most ofthem, and have time to
check them out. The sketcher should record all
leads in the book with information about size. air
and water flow, and description. When you're
investigating a lead, try to specifically check out
the information that will be useful for the lead

description, then report this to the sketcher to be

recorded.

COMMUNICATION

The last thing to discuss about lead tape is one

ofthe most impor-tant - communication. If apiece
of data is not clearly understood by the sketcher
and recorded correctly in the book, everyone is
wasting their time. Every time a piece of informa-
tion is given to the sketcher, make sure that she or
he acknowledges and repeats the information. It's
less distracting for the sketcher ifthe lead tape
person "packages" inflormation. For example,
give LRUD measurements all at one time instead
of making the sketcher wait forfour different
pieces of inforrnation.

PANACHE

Lead tape is indeed an art, there is a lot of
individual style that goes into each person's way
of perfbrming the job. It is a crucial survey task
that, when performed with smarts and style, makes

the process of cave mapping flow in a natural
ntanner.



Observations on Survey Sketch Qualify
by Mike Yocunt

with comments by Scotl Hctuse and Pctt Kambesis

He should hove his fingers cut off
undfried in oil to prevent hint

from shetcltirtg.

Bob O,sburn

Bob Osburn's comment may sound unduly
harsh to someone who has never tried to draw an

accurate map from a sketch that bears little sern-

blance to the cave it is supposed to represent.
However, nothing makes you think rrore care-
fully and critically (and sometimes angrily) about
the details of cave surveying than having to draw
a map with notes taken by someone else, espe-

cially if the sketch is poor.
Scott House is credited with the proposition

that the first step in becoming a competent cave

surveyor is to draw a map from someone else's' -
notes. If you begin your suryeying career that
way, rather than by the traditional method of ,

holding the dumb end ofthe tape, then by the tirne
you actually get underground with instruments or
notebook in hand, you have a far better under-
standing of what the map maker requires fronr
your field work in order to produce an acceptable

map.

Kenneth Thompson and Robert Taylor, co-
authors of "An Introduction to Cave Surueying"
and "The Art of Cave Surveying," say that:

"...it is wise to make the following
hypothetical assumptions about anyone who
might read the notes later including hin/
herself: (1) they have poor eyesight, (2)

they are not clairvoyant, and (3) they will
try to blame all mistakes on the f-reld

notes. . .' '1
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They go on to add:

"Field notes should be complete in and of
themselves. Many cave surueyors feel that
the freld notes, reinforced by their memo-
ries, are sufficiently comprehensive to be

used lor the immediate purpose of making
a cave map. Experience shows this suppo-
sition not to be true. The field notes should

be complete enough to stand by themselves
without clarification by the surveyor. Ifthis
is not done, the following willresult:

( l) lost tirne trying to decipher the notes,
(2) probably a return visit to the cave to
clarify the notes (this might be quite diffi-
cult if the section ofthe cave being mapped

is fbur hours into the cave), (3) erroneous
information may be placed on the map, and

(4) a general mistrust of the surveyor's
mapping ability. " 2

Thompson and Taylor give basic, detailed
advice on how to avoid these problems. The
purpose ofthis article is not to repeat that advice,
but to provoke some thought about sketching by
looking at a few good and bad sketches.

My irrterest in sketching began when process-

ing data for Blue Spring Cave in Tennessee. Blue
Spring is a wonderful cave. It's big, it's friendly,
it has a fine variety ofpassages. It has also had a
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fine variety of sketchers, not all of them exactly
world-class.

Sometimes, the data has errors in it. One way
to correct these errors is to look at the sketch. The

book-keeper may have written a distance as l6
feet rather than 60 feet. A backsight may have

been confused with a frontsight. A reading of
93.5 degrees may have been written down as 39.5

degrees; a positive clinometer reading may have

been mis-read as a negative reading, and so on.

With a good sketch (drawn to scale, plotted with
a protractor, an adequate number of cross sec-

tions, etc.) it is often possible to quickly correct
errors in the data.

Since my own sketching and book-keeping
ability leaves much to be desired (I have comnrit-
ted all of the errors mentioned above, plus a few
more), I asked Scott House arrd Pat Kambesis to
help by offeringtheirobservations on the sketches.

Until recently, Scott was CRF's Chief Cartogra-
pher for Mammoth Cave. Pat coordinates the

Lechuguilla Cave Cartography project. Both are

also involved in drawing up dozens ofother caves.

I sent them copies of the sketches that were
either at the original size or enlarged, so they had

better versions to look at than those reproduced
here.

Assume, I said, that these copies are allthat you
have, and that you are unable to locate the people

who did them. Assume fufiher that you have to
turn them into a map. What would you have

wanted the sketchers to do when drawing the
sketch, to make your job easier? In addition,
assume that you have to use these to find some-
thing in the cave or to make up a lead list. What
could the sketchers have done differently to make
yourjob easier?

Their comments, along with my own, follow.
Since I havethe originalnotes, I was privyto more
information than eitherPat or Scott. In one ortwo
places I have made use ofthat extra information.
I have also edited my comments to avoid unnec-

--=-=--..---::=-
Figure I
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essary redundancy, €.9., I agree with their opin-
ions in most cases, but saw no point in repeating
them. (Initialed comments: MY - Mike Yocum;
SH - Scott House; PK - Pat Kambesis)

Figure 1

Figure 1 was done in Blue Spring Cave. I have

obscured the names of the crew (which are not
usually put on the sketch anywayl) but will admit
that I was one of them. This mess is partly my

fault. I didn't want to sketch, and the poor fellow
who was forced to do it may only have sketched

once before, if at all. Either I or one of the other
members of the survey party with more experi-
ence should have done it. Instead we (stupidly)
forced the new recruit to keep book. Perhaps the
only positive thing that came of it was that I now
have an example of a truly appalling sketch tbr
this article. Figure I A is a re-sketch which comes

closer to what the cave really looks like

MY: Pluses: the sketch is on gridded paper. there
is a page number.

PK: No scale, northarrowismissing. Floordetail
lacking. Needs more cross sections. Sketch says

very little about the passage.

Pluses: Stations are clearly marked though it'
would be better if the labels were ourtside the
passage walls rather than on the actual plan.

SH: Really bad sketch, beneath comment....

Figure 2

Although it is not my sketch, Figure 2 has one

of my most frequent errors, lack of floor detail,
and also one of my most embarrassing ones,

getting the hachures on the wrong side. The 25-
foot tall dome shown on the second cross-section
from the bottom is shown on the adjacent plan as

an extrusion down into the passage. The cross

section just above NAF-7 is shown facing the
wrong way (or else the plan is really screwecl up)

and there is no ceiling detail anywhere else in the
plan except for the 25-foot dome with the re-
versed hachures.

MY: Gridded paper was not used, pages were not
numbered.

PK: North arrow lacking. No scale, No floor
detail, passage characteristics as reflected in the
cross section not shown on the sketch.
Pluses: There are cross sections, ceiling heights,

stations are clearly labelled.

SH: poor sketch, unacceptable quality

Figure 3

Figure 3 has no page number, no floor or
ceiling detail. I don't know what the little "L"s
or arrows nrean. Having access to the data, I can

add that there is a 9O-degree turn in the passage

where it says steep slope up."

l1
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MY: Pluses: Its on gridded paper.

PK: No nofth arrow, no scale, need to use more
map symbols instead of notation. Needs

more cross sections. Sketch is sloppy and hard to
read. Cross sections need match lines (with view
directions) to sketch. Ceiling heights would be

nice. Need better description of leads (dimen-
sions, description)

Figure 4

Figure 4 has no page number and could use

more detail. The passage averages 50-70 feet
wide and is not quite as barren as the sketch
suggests. Still not bad.

PK: North arrow missing. Could use more
symbolic floor detail. Good cross sections. Nice,
neat sketch. Cross section at N25 does not match
passage; also doesn't match ceiling heights.

Pluses: There is a scale indicated

SH: (made no comments on this sketch --ed )

Figure 5

Figure 5 has no page number and is not on
gridded paper. However, on the plus side, there
is a survey line. In contrast to Kambesis' view
(below) that a plotted survey line detracts lrom
the sketch, I agree with House that a plotted
survey line can help the cartographer when draw-
ingthe nrap, as wellas aidingthe sketcherin laying
out and proportioning the sketch.

PK: No scale or north arrow. Plotted survey
lines detracts from the sketch. Cross sections
need match line with view direction. Passage

shape detail on cross-sections not indicated on
sketch, ( change in ceiling heights, slopes etc. not
shown on sketch.) Could use more symbolic floor
detail. Ceiling heights would be nice.

\el.r/v / .---l
l.,l .:'-.1
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Figure 4Figure 3
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SH: Book messy. Watch passage widths; com-
pare AJl with AJ6. Need passage dirnensions on
all leads. What does "tight" mean? Need sym-
bols for floor sediments. Ceiling height changes

not shown. Cross sections have only faint resem-

blance to sketch view. This is truly a "sketch"
done in the impressionistic style. Sketcher needs

to take time and draw carefully. what is the line

on the floor? Is this a stream? There are wavs of
showing it correctly.

Figure 6

Ofthe sketches so far, this is the best yet. But
there is no north arrow, which gave me problerns

when making up a lead list for this cave. As a rule,

sketchers have north at the top ofthe page. I had

gone through a bunch of sketches pulling out and

describingthe locations ofleads. All the sketchers
had the top of the page as north. I was hall'rvay

through this sketch when I realized that the
sketcher had not placed norlh at the top of the

page. It wasn't a major problem but it was a waste

of tirne that could easily have been remedied by
the sketcher having the presence of mind to put a
north arrow on the page. there is no page number.

PK: North arrow and scale are missing. Needs
more symbolic floor detail. Needs more cross

sections.
Pluses: Neat sketch. Stations clearly marked.

Good lead descriptions.

SH. Poor quality sketch

Figure 7

There is no page number. Apart from the

omissions noted by House and Kambesis, this is
generally a good sketch fi'om someone who regu-
larly turns in good sketches. However, in spite of
promises to do so, this sketcher has consistently
failed on his last f-ew trips to place permanent

suruey stations in a flood-prone cave in which it

Figure 5 Figure 6
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is crucial to be able to recover stations. In one
instance, even though the sketch was good, that
major omission meant several hours of others
cavers time wasted on re-suleying a passage in

order to find a tie-in station. It is bad enough to
have to re-survey a passage because oferroneous
data or a poor quality sketch. It is even worse to
have to re-do good work simply because the

surveyor didn't have the presence ofmind to bring
along a few poker chips (for permutrcttl .flr'vey
stations - ed).

PK: North arrow and scale are missing. could
use more symbolic floor detail (are there sedi-
ments on the floor, or is it all bedrock?)
Pluses: Good cross sections, lead descriptions,
nice neat sketch.

SH: Not too bad. No survey line drawn in.

Stations hard to see (E8-9) No symbolization of
floor sediments (just plain I assume bare rock!)
People should put in more ceiling heights lor areas

Figure 7

other than at stations. Should use standard survey
paper for recording data, also need to use four
digits for azimuths (010.0) fbr clarification.

Figure 8

The best of the lot. It has a page number, north
arrow, and scale. My only addition to this would
be a better description of the leads.

PK: Cross sections need view direction. Leads
need to be described.

SH: Nice sketch with good detail. Howbigisthe
lead at T56? How high is the dome at T53 and

what are the dirnensions of the leads? Sketch
ought to include survey line; this makes it much

easier to sketch in the cave and to transfer the
sketch to the map later on. Cross sections could
use lithology and sedimentation.

*rk*>&*rk>k*(***rF*

Figure 8
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Kambesis'final general
comment is that she would
like to have seen the data
that goes with the sketches
in order to determine if the
notes were actually plotted
and sketchedto scale. Most
weren't.

House's final comments are: write four digit viewpoint are never the ones who make maps.
azimuths; draw the survey line in; clearly add
notes as to the nature of the leads; put in ceiling The key seems to be to take your time and
heights at any place that needs them; show the concentrate on what you are doing.
lithology in the cross sections; and, take your
time. NOTES:

All of the sketches could have benefited if
more time and thought had been given to them, 1. Thompson, Kenneth C., and Taylor,
but that is not always easy to do when you are Robert L.,1991, The Art of Cave Survey
actually surveying. Often there are subtle, or not ing, Missouri Speleology, Vol. 31, Nos.
sosubtle,pressurestoproduce alargequantityof l-4 p. 65.
data rather than a high quality survey. I have been

onmany trips where the amount of footage atthe 2. ibid, p. 65.
end ofthe trip was valued far more highly than the

final usefulness of the notes. Those havins this

Often there
pressures to

are subtle,
produce a

or not so subtle,
large quantity of

data rather than a high quality survey
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Creating Electronic Maps from True to Scale
Cave Survev Sketches

by Garry Petrie

Some people have questioned

the need or usefulness of creating
cave suryey sketches to scale. But
recent advances in computer hard-
ware and software has made it pos-

sible to move these images into a

complete electronic map ofthe cave.

During the spring, several cavers
gathered in southern Washington
to do somere-mapping ofPoacher's
Cave. I drewthe sketches in Fisures
I and2 and 3.

File Formats:

These images are "PCX" files
and are raster images. There are

two problems with this. First, PCX
files are not accepted by AutoCad,
the software I had chosen to do the
complete cave map. AutoCad ac-
cepts vector images, either''DXF''
files or PostScript files.

The second problem is in the
nature of these two types of image
formats, raster and vector. Typically, vector draw-
ings are characterized by lines and raster by
objects. Because of this, a vector drawings
should be one tenth the size, in terms of meniory
usage, of raster images. While it is possible to
workwithPCXfiles in aprograrn like CorelDraw,
the nature of cave maps lends itself to vector
based drawing programs.

Converting PCX Files:

To conveft the PCX files to PostScript files, I
used the program CorelTrace This program can

processes images in several different ways, such

as object character recognition (OCR) and out-
line tracine. The mode I used was "Center Line"
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Figure 2
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tracing, which draws a line down the middle of
black regions.

This mode does have some limitations. a

square or circle are converted into bands or layers,
much like the lap boarding on the side of a house.

But for open field lines the program yields good
results. After the tracing process, the resulting
image is exported as a PostScript file. The file can

thenbe imported into AutoCad using the "PSin"
function.

Once in AutoCad, the image can be cleaned
up, removing any noise created in the
imagescanning or any dirl in the original sketches.

Figure 4 shows Poach lafter inrage processing

and clean up.

Drtwing in AutoCad:

The final drawing has been assembled in
AutoCad in three steps. First the lineplot pro-
duced with KARST, a home brew cave survey
program, was imported in to AutoCad using the
"Dxfln" function. KARST correctly scales the
DXF flle to what ever the base units are. That is,

if the cave suryey was done in decimal feet, then
one AutoCad unit equal one foot.

The next step is to insert the individual sketch
pages previously edited and saved with AutoCad.
The main difficulty in this step is to scale the
sketches to the line plot. But after several at-
tempts and measurinq the distance between two
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Figure 4
stations several times, the correct scale factor is
found. In this case, it was 1.6.

The individual sketches are moved into place

by overlapping the corresponding station sym-

bols. In the last step, the individual sketches are
"exploded" so that their components can be

edited. This is necessary to clean up the overlap-
ping sections oftwo neighboring sketches and as

in the Figure 2 sketch, merge disjoint sections of
the drawings. In this last step, the station names

and line shots were removed and the text con-
verted into AutoCad text.
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On Guidelines for Electronic Maps

compiled by Pat Kombesis

At the 1991 Cartography Suktn (Rrackellt,ille, 'l'exus) lhere u,ere lv,o electronic nmp
entries. The contestanl.g bolh.set ttp cotttpttler.s and di.splayed the maps to the judges and
anyone elsev'hotvas inleresled. Ilecctu.ye lhe eleclronic mapswere so dffirent lhan the
traditional paper maps, lhe judgesfelt that lhe enlries needed to be judgedtvith a different
set of critet'ia. No.such criteria exi,sted, lhe jutlges did not have time to come upvtilh any,
so consequenlly, they decided not to judge the enlries.

The judging of electronic maps i,t.ute v,ct.y brought up and discussed at the Survey &
Cartography .ses.sion and a commillee v,a.s ctppoittted to come up with guidelines for
judgingelectronicntapsat lhe 1995 Car/ogruphicSalon. AngelaMorgenwasappointed
head of the commillee. Mentlters incltrded 'l'hom lltgel, Scoll Schntilz, Murk Johnston,
Pat Kambesis and Bob T'hrun. Hubert C.rov,ell ond Curol L'eselywere laler added to the
committee.

Following is a compilalion ctf v,rillerr ittltutJi'otrr t,oriotrs ntembers of the conmrittee.
Keep in mind that the.se are.jtt.st .strgge.slious on hotv lhe guidelines should be determined.
The conrmiltee v,ill nrakes il.s /inol rccomncnclctliotr:; befbre lhe 1995 NSS Convention.

Hubert Crowellwrote to the committee with
questions, suggestions and ideas on what should,

bejudged and how. Followingare Hubert'sinitial .
questions and suggestions and comments:

What should be judged when de:rling
with electronic format mnps?

Should the cave only be judged and

not the software and/or hardware
used to display the cave.

Should the software and/or hard-
ware only be judged?

Should the software and/or hard-
ware and cave be judged together?

"I qn, infavor of A, and that lilcctrortic
nray be any devicefor di.splaying o ccn,e,

Computer, CD plalter, Slide,:;, rttovies, or'

y,hctlever. T'he v,ork is still performed by
the corlographer and the sof"tware and
hcu'clware ot'e just lhe lools. , I v,ould
expectv,ev,ill see matty caye n,aps using
lhe same softv,are but using different
Jorntcrl. ' '

Wh:rt tinre frame should be allowed for
e:rch entry and how should the entry be
presented?

Should the contestant present the entry to
the judges in a given time frame and

answer questions from the judges. (This
was tried at the 1994 Convention).

What should be judged when
dealing with electronic format
maps?

t9
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Should the entrybe self-displaying within
a time frame and no operator required,
allowing thejudges to view the material in

the same manor as the paper maps?

Should the entrees be on Disk with in-
structions on how to start?

"I ant infavor cf all of the abot,e u:; lotrg
as the judges ore nol required lo trtttler-
stand or operale lhe equiptnenl und,'or
software other than hrning it ort or ex-
ecuting a run command. L'he ctmotrrtt u/'

data thcrt could be presenled bSt 6v c11111-

puter could be more than lhe judge.s

would have time lo revieu,. '['herefore, I
believe thal the conlesluttl .shtntld selecl
the best features of the cave qnd shov,
them within afifteen minrtle lime.fi'crme.
The judges ccnrld lhcn view lhi.y tttrtre lhutt
once if needed.

lfow should the winners be deter-
mined?

By a list of requirements and a

perfect score, then taking offwhere
deficient

By selecting categories and judging
each from I to 10 with 10 beinq a
perfect score.

By voter cards for all viewers to fill
out and place in a box, no judges

required.

All of the above.

Entries can be scored in each category orr

a I to 10 basis (10 being a perfect score)
For each category discard the highest and

lowest judge and add for highest score.

Possible cateqories include:

First Impression
Requirements
Technical Information
Artistic Qualities
Understanding of Cave
Ease of Use
Visual Impact
Innovations

Guidelines for each cntegory:

First lmpression: If you were overall
impressed with the entry then award 10.

Subtract 1 for each time you were con-
fused or not impressed with a part of the
presentation. Hint, use the work space to
make a mark for each time you were
confused, then add them up at the end of
the presentation. This way you will not be

distracted format the presentation by hav-
ing to take notes.

Requirements: All entries should score
a 10 here in order to win an award. It may

be possible that an entry may have the
highest score but not have all the require-
ments. Subtract 2 for each mi'ssing item
not shown during the presentation.

Cave Nanre

Obvious E,ntrance or connection with re-
mainder of cave
North Arrow
Scale and linear units
Vertical Control
Date Surveyed
Cartographer or suruey group name

Technical Information: This is very
open ended, start with 0 and add .1 for
each time you note a piece of technical
infbrrnation being displayed. Again make
small marks in the work area as you view
lbr technical data. For examples, cross
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sections may have dimension, or notes or-l

geology, biology, minerals, etc. A high
score in this category may be only a 2 or
J.

Artistic Qualities: Personal judgment

call, look for good photos or cross sec-

tions with lots of detail.

Understanding of cave: Ifyou leave the
presentation feeling that you have been

there and it was a good experience the
score high.

Innovations: Start with 0 and add 2 fbr
each major innovation, anything that is
not normal but helps the viewer to better
understand the cave.

Visual impact: Personaljudgment call,
were you still impressed after studying the
presentation in more detail, was the pre-
sentation well balanced, did you fbel you
learned something.

Thom Engel and I responded to Hubert's
comments and suggestions. I was in agreement on
most of Hubert's points. Tliom, on the other
hand, had a different perspective on things. His
comments madeHubert and I rethink some of our
initial ideas. Following is a summary ofcomments
and suggestions made by Thom, Hubert and

myselfand submitted to the committee fbr review
and consideration.

What should be judged?

Engel

At this time, I feel we cannot judge just the
cave. Certainly, the nature of the cave is impor-
tant, but so is the software. Eventr"rally I can

foresee a time when electronic cave maps (ECM)
may be like virtual reality and the user will f.eel like
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he or she is doing the cave. (I also loresee this
becoming a standard format.) In the meantime, I
do not see any rationale for divorcing the maps

from the medium. I willtry to make my point.
We have standardized many cave mapping

symbols. We expect non-standard symbols to be

included on a legend. We do this so the map is

useful. If we separate software and cave in the
ECM, then we are potentially eliminating useful-
ness as a judging criteria for ECMs.. Some of the
criteria we use to judge maps are based on tech-
nique - neatness etc. Ifwe drop the software from
that which is judged, aren't we eliminating tech-
nique fiom judging?

I think we need to keep software. Perhaps we
need two categories: one for maps produced
using original software and one lor those pro-
duced using ofl-the-shelf software. Just as we
have criteria for assessing technique for the draft-
ing of paper maps, we could and should work out
criteria fbr ECMs.

Crowell

I was in lavor of the idea that Electronic may

be any device for displaying a cave: computer,
- CD player, slides, movies, orwhatsver. However

I must agree with Thom, you cannot divorce the
' rnapsfi'omthemedium. Thecreditmustgotothe

person submitting the map who may ih most cases

be the author of the software or there may be no

software involved. I believe that we should
encourage authors of software to submit maps.

Unless they are more than three entries they
should not be judged but mentioned for show
only. This would probably mean no judging this
year.

K:rnrbesis

I believe that electronic maps should be judged
on how well the cave passage and passage rela-
tionships are depicted, on whether the mandatory
elenients are shown and on what information is

provided and represented. Initially my opinion
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was that electronic maps should be judged solely
on those criteria. However, the presentation of
these criteria is also important. Consequently the

presentation medium needs to be considered i.e.

the software/hardware.

PRESENTATION

Engel

I am opposed to the idea of a 15-20 tninute
walk-through by the programmer. We don't let a

cartographer show us only those parts ofthe cave

map that are best. We look at the whole thirrg

when judging a paper map, an ECM should be no

different. Further, I personally believe that the

user front-end is
veryimportant. I'd
submitthatanECM
that requires awalk-
through by the pro-
grammer is prob-
ably not ready for
judging. The

If my attitude seems unnecessarily rigid, I
would offer a compromise that "ease of use" be

a judging criteria. Thus, entries that reqlrired a
walk-through because the program was too com-
plicated would score a zero (0) in this category.

Crowell

I suppose we should drop the tinre liniit fbr
judging and leave that up to the judges. With
respect to presentation:

The map can be presented to the judges by

the cartographer

One reason we do not use the same criteria
for ECMs as we do fbr paper maps is that
they are so different...

Thom Engel

The entry can be self displaying

The entry can be presented on disk with
instructions on how to start and display the
map.

K:unbesis

Frorr the standpoint of the judges, a time limit
is probably desirable; unless we come up with
two sets ofjudges, one set to judge the traditional
maps and a second to judge the electronic format
maps.

It doesn't matter to me how I access the map

(whether its presented by the cartographer, self-

displaying, or presented on disk with instruc-
tions). In all cases,

the entry should dis-
play the most impor-
tant features of the
cave plus the manda-

tory elements as de-
fined by the salon, and

show them within a

Engel

One reason we do not use the same criteria for
ECMs as we do for paper maps is that they are so

diflerent. Of the mandatory elements, I question

the north arrow. Certainly a direction indicator is

necessary but I think that adhering rigidly to a
north arrow makes little sense. A direction of
view indicator seems more usable.

Ofthe technical infbrmation, I think we'll see

a time when detail thoroughness will become

meaningless. With the increase in VR technol-
ogy, undoubtedly some ECM will string together
digital "photographs" of a cave, allowing the

judges should be able to sit down with the ECM reasonable time frame. Also, it is from the presen-

and with a minimum of instructions navigate tation fhcet that the software/hardware should be

through itwithout much difliculty. Ifan ECM can -judged or considered.

be used only by one or two trained in the arcania

ofa certain program, the map is oflittle usefurlness ' Judging criterin
and, therefore, ofreduced value.
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user to literally walk through the cave, choosing
any lead. With such a system, the ECM will
naturally have much detail

Crowell

Mandatory elements - every entry should con-
tain the following informati on. How thi s i nforma-
tion is presented or accessed is up to the cartog-
rapher.

All entries should score a 10 here in order to
win an award. It maybe possiblethat an entry rnay

have the highest score but not have all the require-
ments. Subtract 2 for each missing item not
shown during the presentation.

Cave Name
Obvious Entrance or connection with re-

mainder of cave
Direction of View
Scale and linear units
Vertical control
date or dates surveyed
List of surveyors or survey groups.
Cartographers name; date or version

Kambesis

In my original "mandatory elements" recom-
mendations I suggested a Nofth arrow. Thorl is

correct in that the North arrow (as displayed on
paper copy maps) is really not perlinent. As he

suggests, a direction of view indicator would be

more pertinent
I would like to see some minimal geographic

location reference i.e. county & state, country.
Also it would be good to combine "direction of
view" and "scale and linear urrits" into one

element as these elements need to be present on

any type of map
Allthe mandatory elements (as per Crowell's

list above) should be present in sorne form. If a

mandatory element is missing then the entry does

not qualifo for an award.
The two pieces of technical inforrnation that I

think should be mandatory are cross sections and

detail thoroughness. Examples for detail thor-
oughness include inlormation about pit depths,

ceiling and dome heights , composition of the
passage floor. I would recommend the following
mandatory elements:

Cave Name
Minirnal geographic information (county,
state, ifin foreign country include the coun-
try name)

Obvious Entrance or connection with re-

rnainder of cave
Direction of View /Scale and linear units
Vertical control
Cross Sections
Detail thoroughness
Date or dates surveyed
List of surveyors or survey groups.
Cartographers name, date or version

Optional Technical inlormation can include:

lead descriptions
profi les and associated information
geologic, mineralogical, geogriphic,l hydrogeologic, historical or archeo

logical inlormation, rigging or other
technical requirements (in order to ne

gotiate the cave)

For judging purposes, each mandatory ele-
ment can be worlh I point. Each category of
technical information can be worth I point also.

Underst:rnding the Cave

Engel

This will be tricky. To understand a cave we often
must stand back from it. That is a major reason we
map it in the first place, I suppose. Certainly, an

ECM with its ability to provide views of a cave

from multiple angles, offers the potential to un-
derstand a cave better than a conventional map.
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Still, I am concerned that some ECM's might fail
this test. It is a very impoftant criteria in the
judging of an ECM.. Engel

Crowell/Kambesis

Is the presentation clear and concise giving a good
understanding ofthe nature and orientation ofthe
cave? If symbols are used is a legend available?

Artistic Quality and visual intp:rct:

Engel

I agree, I think, with combining these, but at this

timel am not convinced that ECMS have any real
"artistic quality." I guess we will see.

Kambesis

I would combine artistic qurality and visual
impact because these are both subjective qualities

that are diflicult to analyze and define. They both
affect one's first impressions of a map represen-

tation - so I left that category (first impression)
out.

Crowell

Was the presentation and format visually pleas-

ing and well balanced?

INNOVATIONS

Yes a good idea. For complex caves with
rnultiple levels the ability to remove levels to
clarifl' relationships would also be nice. The
concern, however, is with changing judges, we
will need to a maintain a "corporate" memory of
what is an innovation and what isn't'. This will
require a good definition of "innovation"

Crowell

Any element that is not standard but gives the

viewer a better understanding of the nature and

orientation of cave (a list of previous innovations
should be maintained for future judges ). Ele-
rrents that enhance the presentation can include:

3-D projections (or other complex representa-

tions); "fly throughs" i.e. the viewer gets a sense

of actually moving through the cave passages;

database information about the cave which may

be access through the presentation; ability to
remove levels to clarify relationships etc.

'K:unbesis .

Uncommon. unusual and creative ways of
presenting relevant information abdut the cave

should be considered an innovation. In order for
the innovation to be relevant it must augment the
viewer's understanding ofthe nature, orientation
and layout of the cave (see elements included in

Crowell's comments above.)
I'm not sure about keeping a list of

previous innovations if it mean that if
someone did a certain thing two salons ago,

though this "thing" is stillrarelyused, then
it is no longer considered an innovation? If
everyone starts using an innovation it will
eventually becomes standard (and ceases to
be an innovation).

In order for the innovation to be

relevant it must augment the
vieweros understanding ofthe na-
ture, orientation and layout of
the cave ...
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SCORING OF ENTRIES

Engel:

No comment at this time - though I wonder
whether some criteria should be more equal that
others i.e. given greater weight. (We sort of do
that now with the Mandatory Elernents for the
paper maps.)

Crowell

The entries are scored in each category on a I

to l0 basis ( 10 being a perfect score). Categories
can include:

Requirements
Technical Information
Understanding of Cave
Ease of Use
Artistic Quality & Visual Impact
Innovations

Kanrbesis

I would add Presentation to this list as this is
where the softwarelhard elements comes in.

Also, in order for an entry to be qualified for
an award it rnust contain all the mandatory ele-
ments as suggested in either Crowell's or
I(ambesis' judging criteria comments.

The entries are scored in each category on a I
to I 0 basis ( I 0 being perfect score). Scores for all

the categories are totaled and that number is the
scored rating of the presentation.

This is similar to how the traditional maps are

scored. I think that would work fine lor Salon
judging We don't want a method that is too
conrplicated or time consuming considering the
number of rnaps that may, at some point be

subrlitted. Someone suggested that a separate

groLlp ofjudges rate the electronic maps. Consid-
ering how difl-rcult it is to get judges, this may be

impractical at this time. However, there may be

a tirle in the near luture where the electronic
entries require a separate set ofjudges.

These suggestions have been forwardecl to thi conrmittee and it is hoped that they can submit
guidelines for judging electronic maps at the upcorning convention. As our experience with making,
viewing and dealing with electronic maps evolves, so will our guidelines for judging the maps.

Whatever guidelines get instituted at the upcorning salon, will be subject to review and revision
for future salons. Consequently, there will be Survey/Cartography forum on electronic map guidelines

at the 1995 Survey and Cartography session. Anyone who is interested is encouraged to attend. The

session willbe set up as an open forum so that the issues related to criteria for judging electronic maps

can be discussed. The input frorn this session will help establish judging criteria for future salons.
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Survey Standards

SURVEY STANDARDS FOR
HIDDEN RIVER CAVE PROJECT

by Mike Yocum

The survey of Hidden River Cave is being conducted for the American Cave Conservation
Association (ACCA). Management and organization ofthe survey is the responsibility ofthe Survey
Management Committee (SMC). Our goal is to produce an accurate map of Hidden River Cave for
use by geologists, biologists, hydrologists, and others interested in the study and conservation of
caves. The map will be on display in the American Cave and Karst Museum, and therefore must be
of the highest quality, both scientifically and aesthetically.

l. Survey notes are the most important
part of the documentation process of
any cave. They are used not only by
cartographers for drafting the map, but
also by researchers who are doing scien-
tific study inthe cave. Inaddition, notes
on leads are used to generate lead lists
for future trips. Survey standards are

established in order to assure consis-
tent, good quality survey notes and to
provide as much information as possible
about the cave.

The sketcher, who is also the default
trip leader, is accountable for the quality
ofthe survey notes. It is the responsibil-
ity of the sketcher to produce in-cave
sketches that are neat, concise and clearly
labeled. Inadequate and/or poor quality
sketches may render the efforts of the
survey team unusable and may require
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sending in anotherteam to either re-do
the sketch or, if necessary, ihe entire
survey. In orderto assure good quality
sketch-notes, all sketchers who par-
ticipate in Hidden River Cave survey
trips must be approved by the Survey
Management Committee. Those in-
terested in sketching in Hidden River
Cave must submit a copy oftheir work
(an in-cave generated sketch, plus the
accompanying data) to Mike Yocum.
The notes need to be approved by the
SMC prior to the sketcher's initial
survey trip. A list of currently ap-
proved sketchers can be obtained from
Mike Yocum.

2. All compasses andclinometers should
be calibrated before eachtrip bytaking
readings at the compass course set up
near the entrance to the cave. CRF
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trips should also run the course at
Maple Springs. Readings are te-
corded inthe survey book. Be sure to
record the serial number from the
instruments. This will ensure that the
calibration data canbe matchedto the
proper instruments.

In-cave sketches should be recorded
on standard gridded suryey paper. A
north arrow (orientation at the dis-
cretion of the sketcher) should reside
on each and every sketch page.

The scale for sketching is either 20 or
25 feet to the inch, or at a scale which
shows adequate passage detail. The
scale ofthe sketch really depends on
the size and nature ofthe passage and
is left at the discretion ofthe sketcher.
A bar-scale | 0,, 'i rather than
an "inches per foot" notation should
be indicated on each and every page

of the sketch notes. (Because survey
notes may be Xerox-enlarged or re-
duced, a scale indicated as 25":l
inch, for example, is useless. A bar
scale will always be accurate no mat-
ter what the percent reduction or
enlargement.)

All instrument readings have both a
frontsight and a backsight. If condi-
tions are such that this is impossible,
or will reduce the accuracy of the
data, then a double frontsight or a
double backsight can be used instead,

and noted in the book. Front- and

backsights should agree within 2 de-
grees for compass readings and I
degree for the inclinometer. If front-
and backsights don't fall within the

required tolerance, do the readings
again. If the instrument reader feels
more confident about one ofthe read-

ings than the other, that reading should
be circled on the datapage.

Frontsights and backsights should be

taken with the same instrument.

Sketch detail should portray the most
striking physical features of the pas-

sage or room in proper orientation.
These features include prominent
slopes, large scale breakdown, ledges,
pits, domes, abrupt changes in ceiling
height, ceiling and floor channels,
water (pools, streams, lakes, sumps,
etc.), large formations or formation
areas and leads. It is also important
to indicate, either symbolically or by
notation, the composition of the floor
(smaller breakdown, talus, bedrock,
flowstone, mud, etc.)

In order to show the actual shape of
the cave passage, cross sections need
to be drawn at every station. If there
is a significant change in passage shape

between stations, then a cross section
should be added between stations to
illustrate this. If cross sections are

consistent over long stretches of the
survey line, then one every hundred
feet (or 5 stations) will be adequate.
Make sure that the location of the
cross section and the view direction
are clearly noted on the sketch.

Passage dimensions (left/right - ceil-
ing/floor) should be recorded at the
"from" station. Be consistent in how
these dimensions are determined.
When the passage width (left-right)
exceeds 15 feet, the passage width
should be measured. If a room ex-
ceeds l5 feet in diameter, spray shots
from a central station (or stations)
should be taken to define the walls.

6.

-

3.

4.

8.

5.

9.
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10.

Ceiling heights over 30 feet are difficult
to estimate. Tall ceiling heights can be

determined by graphic triangulations
i.e. plotting out the triangulation angles

on the gridded survey paper then actu-
ally measuring the ceiling height fronr
the sketch.

Permanent survey stations should be set

at every lOth station and at every pas-

sage junction. The station should be

clearly marked and placed in such a

manner as to withstand caver trafl-rc and

flooding. Each permanent station should

be clearly labeled as such in the survey

notes. As noted earlier, trip leaders

must provide their own permanent sta-

tion markers, and will be asked to show
them before being granted permission
to enter the cave. White poker chips are

preferred, although other methods will
be considered.

I l. Geological, mineralogical and bio-
logical observations should be noted
on the sketches. Also, direction (or
change in direction) of air flow (along
with the outside surface tempera-
ture), and direction of stream flow
should be included in the notes.

Anyone interested in participating in the Hidden River Cave Project can contact Mike
Yocum, 329 East Main Street, Frankfbrt, I(Y. For those who wish to sketch, please submit
a copy of your in-cave generated sketch to Mike.
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Graphicul Solution for Determining Ceiling Heights

bv Pat Kqmbesis

Ceiling heights can be detennined by several

different methods. Triangulation measurements can

be used to figure ceiling heights trigonometrically.
The percent grade reading taken from a point on the

floor (FROM station) to a point on the ceiling can

be multiplied by the distance between the FROM
station to a station directly below the ceiling point
(TO station). The product of these measurements

gives ceiling height. If you are sketching to scale

(using protractor and ruler) this passage dimension

can also be graphically detennined by setting up a
simple shot (see illustration) and measuring directly
from the sketch.

Pick a point on the ceiling to be measured

(Station l). Establish a station directly under
thispoint (Station la). It helpsto havea strong

enough light that will spot this station i.e.

electric.

Set another station (Station 2) sorne distance
from Station I a. The vertical angle between

the two stations must be zero. Tape this dis-

tance and note it on the sketch.

C.ontpass & Tape Volune 12, Nun$er 2, Issue 38

Take an inclination reading from Station 2 to
Station I (located on the ceiling). Note this
incliniation on the sketch.

Plot this data in the book in profile as follows:

Using your protractor, plot the inclination
between Station 2 and Station 1 and draw
a line that connects the two stations on the

sketch.

Scale the distance between Station 2 and

Station 1a. Draw a horizontal line that con-
nects these two stations.

From Station I A draw a line that is perpen-
dicular to the measured distance and extend

it upward until it intersects the inclination
line. This point of intersection is the dis-

' tance to the ceiling (Station 1) from Station
lA. Using your ruler, measure the perpen-
dicular line that connects Station I to Sta-

tion 1a - this is the ceiling height

Inclination: 0
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